MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 Season
VEHICULE RULES
GENERAL RULES

1-The seals must be removed from all wheels.
2-You must remove all interior and exterior trim, lights and windows.
The windshield is tolerated.
3-Remove all airbags.
4-The vehicle must be clean, no debris or glass.
5-You must remove the spare tires.
6-Brake is mandatory (possibility of a brake test before the
consolation/final race included)
7-Two 12 inch holes or one 24 inch hole must be drilled on the hood to
facilitate the work of the firemen.
8-Trailer hitches or reinforcements of any kind must be completely
removed.
9-All vehicle doors must be chained.
10-The number of your vehicle must be legibly written on each side of
the vehicle (12 inches minimum).
11-The driver's seat must be in good condition and must be reinforced
by a post securely attached to the floor and roof. If the seat breaks you
will be disqualified.

12-Replace the antifreeze in the radiator with water (except for the
winter derby)
13-The radiator must be original and cannot be moved. It can breplaced
with a hose but not a metal tank. No homemade radiator.

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 Season
Vehicle preparation: general rules
(Part 2)

14-It is forbidden to reinforce the vehicle. No matter how, with cement
or metal (with the exception of repair plates in applicable classes)
15-Vehicles must be finished and ready to race upon arrival.
16-The gas tank is accepted under the vehicle, if it is placed before the
axle.
17-The battery and fuel tank may be moved inside the vehicle. They
must be securely fastened. If they move or the tank leaks you will be
disqualified without exception. No refueling cans.
18-The driver's door must be reinforced with a metal beam on the
outside of the door. It must extend approximately 1 foot on each side
of the door and be securely fastened with at least 4 bolts of minimum
1/2 inch diameter. 1 in the fender, 2 in the driver's door and 1 in the
rear door or panel. The ends of the beam must be cut at an angle and
the bolts must not extend beyond the beam. If the beam falls off during
the race you will be disqualified.
19-No chain wrap around the bumper
20-No imperial full frame
21-No bolts to be connected together
22-Any unmentioned modification to the vehicle may cause a refusal at
the inspection

Failure to comply with any of these rules may
result in a refusal to inspect.
The judge’s decision is final.
Have a great season!!!

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 season
Vehicle preparation:
Modified 4 cyl.
1-Apply all the rules of the section: general rules
2- No dash bar
3-No custom bumper

Accepted modification
Hood and rear trunk:

4-It is permitted to chain, screw, weld and bolt the hood and the rear
trunk.
5-Rods must not exceed 6 inches in height
6-No bolts connected together.
7-Minimum of 6 inches between each plate.
8-Rod 1 inch maximum

Welding:

9-Accepted on rear trunk, driver's door, hood, bumpers and
suspension.
10-For the suspension tube of 2x2 inches maximum.

Bumpers:

11-Origin of 4cyl only
12-Can be welded
13-Can be bolted

Tires:
14-Doubled tires accepted
15-Valve protector accepted

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 season
Vehicle preparation:
Modified 4 cyl.
(Part 2)
Other:
16-Custom shifter accepted
17-Maximum of 2 chains per door
18-The transmission cooler is allowed to be moved but it must stay
under the hood and not in the cockpit.
19-Halo bar is accepted, 4x4 tube maximum
20-Gas tank protector accepted, no exaggeration (strongly suggested
with the halo bar)
21-It is allowed to install a metal reinforcement in place of the driver's
window
22-Crease and pre-bending accepted
23-Horizontal bar (post to post) accepted, maximum 4x4 inches.
Maximum for plates at each end is 8x8 inches and must be secured by
at least 2 1/2 inch bolts minimum

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 season
Vehicle preparation:
Modified 6 and 8 cyl
1-Apply all the rules of the section: general rules
2-No dash bar
3-No custom bumper

Accepted modification
Rear hood and trunk:
4-It is permitted to chain, screw, weld and bolt the hood and the rear
trunk.
5-Rods must not exceed 6 inches in height
6- No bolts connected together.
7- Minimum of 6 inches between each plate.
8-Rod 1 inch maximum

Welding:
9-Accepted on rear trunk, driver's door, hood, bumpers and
suspension.
10-For the suspension tube of 2x2 inches maximum.

Bumpers:

11-Original only, 8 cyl bumper accepted on 6 cyl
12-Can be welded
13-Can be bolted on

Tires:
14-Doubled tires accepted
15-Valve protector accepted

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 season
Vehicle preparation:
Modified 6 and 8 cyl
(Part 2)

Other:

16-Custom shifter accepted
17-Maximum of 3 chains per door
18-The transmission cooler is allowed to be moved but it must stay
under the hood and not in the passenger compartment.
19-Halo bar is accepted, 4x4 tube maximum
20-Gas tank protector accepted, no exaggeration (strongly suggested
with the halo bar)
21-It is allowed to install a metal reinforcement in place of the driver's
window
22-Crease and pre-bending accepted
23-Horizontal bar (post to post) accepted, maximum 4x4 inches.
Maximum for plates at each end is 8x8 inches and must be secured by
at least 2 1/2 inch bolts minimum
24-repair plate accepted for vehicle that have already run 2 plates of
4x4 maximum

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 season
Vehicle preparation:
Mini pick-up/mini van
1-Apply all the rules of the section: general rules
2- No dash bar
3-No custom bumper

Accepted modification
Rear hood and trunk:
4-It is allowed to chain, screw, weld and bolt the hood and the rear
trunk.
5-Rods must not exceed 6 inches
6-No bolts connected together.
7-Minimum of 6 inches between each plate.
8-Rod 1 inch maximum

Welding:
9-Accepted on rear trunk, driver's door, hood, bumpers and
suspension.

10-For the suspension tube of 2x2 inches maximum.

Bumper:
11-Original only
12-Accepted 8 cyl bumper
13-Can be welded
14-Can be bolted on

Tires:
14-Doubled tires accepted
15-Valve protector accepted

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 season
Vehicle preparation:
Mini pick-up/mini van
(Part 2)
Other:

17-Custom shifter accepted
18-Maximum of 2 chains per door
19-The transmission cooler is allowed to be moved but it must stay
under the hood and not in the cockpit.
20-The halo bar is accepted, 4x4 tube maximum
21-Gas tank protector accepted, no exaggeration (strongly suggested
with the halo bar)
22-it is allowed to install a metal reinforcement in place of the driver's
window
23-Crease, notch and pre-bending accepted
24-Horizontal bar (post to post) accepted, maximum 4x4 inches.
Maximum for plates at each end is 8x8 inches and must be secured by
at least 2 1/2 inch bolts minimum
25-Pick-up box rack accepted, must be 1 foot from tail-gate and front of
box. Maximum height of 8 inches and must be securely attached to the
frame, 6 bolts of 1/2 inches minimum
26-Repair plate accepted for vehicle that have already run 2 4x4 plates
maximum
27-No pickup box folding, this includes SUV's and VAN's

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 season
Vehicle preparation: pick-up full size

1-Apply all the rules of the section: general rules
2-No custom bumper

Accepted modification
Rear hood and trunk:
4-It is allowed to chain, screw, weld and bolt the hood and the rear
trunk.
5-rods must not exceed 6 inches
6-no bolts connected together.
7-minimum of 6 inches between each plate.
8-Rod 1 inch maximum

Welding:
9-Accepted on rear trunk, driver's door, hood, bumpers and
suspension.
10-For the suspension tube of 2x2 inches maximum.

Bumper:
11-Original only, 8 cyl bumper accepted
12-Can be welded
13-Can be bolted on

Tires:
14-Doubled tires accepted
15-Valve protector accepted

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 season
Vehicle preparation: pick-up full size
(Part 2)
Other:

16-Custom shifter accepted
17-Maximum of 2 chains per door
18-The transmission cooler is allowed to be moved but it must stay
under the hood and not in the passenger compartment.
18-The halo bar is accepted, 4x4 tube maximum
19-Gas tank protector accepted, (strongly suggested with the halo bar)
20-It is allowed to install a metal reinforcement in place of the driver's
window
21-Crease and pre-bending accepted
22-Horizontal bar (post to post) accepted, maximum 4x4 inches.
Maximum for plates at each end is 8x8 inches and must be secured by
at least 2 1/2 inch bolts minimum
23-Pick-up box rack mandatory, must be 1 foot from tail-gate and front
of box. Maximum height of 8 inches and must be securely attached to
the frame, 6 bolts of 1/2 inches minimum
24-repair plate accepted for the vehicle that have already run 2 plates
of 4x4 maximum
25-cage accepted, in the passenger compartment only
26-No pick-up box folding, this includes SUV's AND VAN's

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 season
Vehicle preparation: Street truck
1500 only
1-Apply all the rules of the section: general rules
2- No dash bar
3-No custom bumper
Prohibited:
4-No cage
5-No added metal in box except rack
6-Original mechanics only
7-No power modification
8-Pick up 1500 only
9-Original bumper only
10-No bolts or clips connecting the cab to the frame
11-No 4x4 in operation
12-No welding accepted except for the differential
13-No taping in door pillars before inspection
14-No addition of transmission cooler
15-No modification of the suspension
16-No folding pickup box, this includes SUV's and VAN's
Mandatory:
17-The hood must remain in the original place
18-Tail gate minimum 2 chains per side maximum 6 chains

MASS MOTORSPORT
Demolition Derby Rules 2022 season
Vehicle preparation: Street truck
1500 only (Part 2)
Permission:
19- You can chain the bumber
20-You can cut the corners of the bumper
21-Maximum 4 chains for the hood /4 attachment points
22-You can bolt the hood / hood reinforcement only maximum 3/8"
screws
23-You can attach the cab to the box with a maximum of 6 Bolts / no
bolts connect between them minimum 6 inches between each plate
24- Maximum 3 chains per door
25-Custom shifter accepted
26-You can have 2 batteries well attached
27-The gas tank must be well fixed in the cab or in the box / not next to
the driver
28- Double tire accepted
29- Valve guard accepted
30- Original mechanics only / no power modification
31- You can weld the differential
32- The rack in the box is optional,
33- If you have a rack, it must be 1 foot from the tailgate and the front
of the box. Maximum height of 8 inches and must be solidly fixed to the
frame, 6 bolts of 1/2 inches minimum

IF NOT MENTIONED, DON’T DO IT

